Let’s create an e-learning portal for your organization in your profession.

LETS CREATE YOUR OWN E-LEARNING WEBSITE

MANAGE YOUR ONLINE LEARNING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM INCLUDING YOUR VIDEO TUTORIALS, QUESTIONS BANK, EXAMINATION, DISSEMINATION SYSTEMS, CERTIFICATION, AND MUCH MORE.

FOR Elite Academic & Research Organizations and Societies.

Our developers are specialized in creating customized e-learning websites tailored to your unique requirements. Also, we can teach your team how to develop video lectures & tutorials then integrate them easily with your distance learning system. In brief, whatever the contents are difficult and complex, our goal is to make your online education simple and attractive. Hence, You can confidently invite your students to enjoy learning. Contact us for more details.

Check a real sample of our e-learning products on www.remote-sensing-portal.com

This sample consists of: 16 short courses, 94 video lectures, 30 advertising videos, huge questions bank, automated examination system, purchasing and payment system, discount codes issuing system, distributors management system, exams monitoring system (by using webcams) for students worldwide, students statistics, automatic updating for students locations worldwide on Google maps, partners list, honors list, simulation exam system, fully automated users pages with all needed info, and much more.

Find this e-learning sample on www.remote-sensing-portal.com

Advantages of our dynamic design

One of our main advantages is that our dynamic web design enables your system admins to perform extreme changes and updates through their powerful admin panel (by themselves) without requesting support from us. Contact us and let’s start.

BRILLIANT REMOTE SENSING LABS
www.remote-sensing-portal.com
info@remote-sensing-portal.com